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Biological systems have the unique ability to self-organize and generate autonomous motion and
work. Motivated by this, we investigate a 2D model colloidal network that can repeatedly transition
between disordered states of low connectivity and ordered states of high connectivity via rhythmic
binding and unbinding of biomimetic crosslinkers. We use Langevin dynamics to investigate the
time-dependent changes in structure and collective properties of this system as a function of colloidal
packing fractions and crosslinker oscillation periods and characterize the degree of order in the system
by using network connectivity, bond length distributions, and collective motion. Our simulations
suggest that we can achieve distinct states of this colloidal system with pronounced differences in
microstructural order and large residence times in the ordered state when crosslinker kinetics and
lifetimes depend directly on the oscillation period and this oscillation period is much larger than
the colloidal diffusion time. Our results will provide insights into the rational design of smart active
materials that can independently cycle between ordered and disordered states with desired material
properties on a programmed schedule.

1 Background
Living organisms have active components that allow for genera-
tion of coherent motion and self-organized dynamics.1 A mecha-
nistic understanding of these biological materials can advance the
engineering of new smart materials that can self-organize, self-
stimulate, and evolve independently according to the application
environment. In the past decade, studies of active soft materials
have sought to understand the layers of complexities and mech-
anistic structures in biological systems.2–4 However, the rational
design of active synthetic materials that can recapitulate the au-
tonomous, persistent, and reversible dynamics of living materials
without external intervention remains a challenge.

Colloidal systems offer an attractive platform for constructing
bottom-up minimal models that can offer insights into the ra-
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tional design of such materials, given colloidal suspension and
self-assembly have been studied extensively and are well under-
stood.5,6 Most studies of colloidal systems, however, investigate
phase separations and transitions that were triggered by exter-
nal actuation via changes in temperature, light, and pressure.7,8.
Furthermore, most active material prototypes and models are
unable to attain reversible transitions between states at a level
consistent with living systems. For example, while some exper-
iments and models of colloids do incorporate polymer attach-
ments, the exceedingly small timescales (∼ milliseconds to sec-
onds) of these polymeric attachments could not induce the re-
versibility of states9,10 which is a hallmark of living systems.

What are the principles underlying the rational design of a sys-
tem that can repeatedly transition between states with distinct
structural and material properties at reliable user-defined peri-
ods, without the need of external actuators? To obtain insights
into this question, we construct and investigate a model system
consisting of colloids that can be connected via crosslinkers with
oscillatory dynamics such that they can autonomously cycle be-
tween states with distinct degree of order and material proper-
ties. The crosslinkers regulating these oscillatory dynamics in
our computational model are inspired by the bacterial clock pro-
teins, KaiABC. These circadian oscillator proteins are found in
cyanobacteria S. elongatus and have demonstrated a steady, reg-
ular 24-hr rhythm in vitro.11 Here, we demonstrate the poten-
tial for effectively harnessing such rhythms to drive transitions in
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material properties of model colloidal systems. Through our pre-
dictive mathematical modeling of persistent order-disorder tran-
sitions in such systems of colloids and rhythmic crosslinkers, we
hope to inform experiments by predicting the time-evolving col-
lective properties as a function of crosslinker oscillation periods
and colloidal packing fractions. Our results will also provide in-
sights into the mechanisms that lead to emergent properties in
these systems.

2 Model and Method
2.1 Mathematical Model
We simulate a model two-dimensional system consisting of col-
loidal particles and crosslinkers with oscillatory kinetics. The
main ingredients and assumptions are as follows:

1. The colloidal particles interact with each other via Lennard
Jones (LJ) interaction potential VLJ

12, given by

VLJ = 4ε

[(
σ

ri j

)12
−
(

σ

ri j

)6
]
, (1)

where ri j is the interparticle distance, σ is the particle diam-
eter, and ε is the depth of the potential well. To reduce the
computational expense, for our model, the interparticle dis-
tance ri j is cut off at 2

1
6 , which encodes the resulting force

as a repulsive-only force.

2. When two particles are within a distance less than or equal
to the rest length r0 of the crosslinkers, they can become con-
nected by a crosslinker with an attachment probability Pa.
The probability is dependent on the fraction of free crosslink-
ers pk available to connect the particles and the time-period
T of the crosslinkers as Pa = pk p0 sin2(πt/T ), where p0 is
a phenomenological parameter corresponding to the ini-
tial crosslinker concentration. We assume the crosslinker
is dilute on the particle surface; while there are multiple
crosslinking attachment sites on each colloid, we limit the
number of crosslinks between any two particles to one.

3. Once two particles are crosslinked, they stay attached for
a given lifetime, unless the bonds are stretched beyond a
length of 3σ , leading to particles unlinking prematurely. For
simplicity, we associate the timescale of oscillations to also
govern the lifetime of the crosslinkers. This lifetime is drawn
from a Gaussian Distribution with a mean of T/2 and a stan-
dard deviation of T/8, where T is the crosslinker oscilla-
tion period mentioned earlier. This ensures the particles re-
main attached for a significant amount of time and avoids
too many particles simultaneously attaching or detaching.

4. The particle motion follows the overdamped Langevin equa-
tion:

dr
dt

=
D

KBTR
(FLJ +Fc)+

√
2Dη , (2)

where the interparticle interaction force consists of two com-
ponents: a force FLJ obtained from the Lennard Jones poten-
tial defined earlier, and an elastic force Fc due to the stretch-
ing or compression of the crosslinker connecting the parti-

cles which is modeled as a Hookean spring13. The latter
is defined as Fc = −K(ri j − r0), where r0 is the crosslinker
rest length and K is the spring coefficient. The constants KB

and TR represent the Boltzmann constant and room temper-
ature, respectively. The diffusive motion of the particles is
described by the third term

√
2Dη , where D is the diffusion

coefficient and η represents Gaussian noise with zero mean
and unit variance.

We initialize the system with five hundred unlinked colloid par-
ticles randomly distributed in the simulation box. When two col-
loidal particles are crosslinked, the length of the bond connecting
them is the sum of the radii of the colloids and the length of the
biomimetic crosslinker between them; for colloids of radius 1µm,
this bond length is approximately 1.01µm, assuming a crosslinker
length of 10nm which is the size of typical proteins. We set the
value of the spring constant of this bond to be 0.036pN/µm such
that the forces arising from the LJ interactions and spring forces
are of comparable magnitude. We solve equation 2 for the parti-
cle positions, using first-order Euler integration. Period boundary
conditions are used to avoid the computational expense of a large
number of particles or a large simulation box size.14. The ratio
of the number of colloids to crosslinkers is set to 1 : 4 to allow for
a considerable amount of crosslinking of the colloids while also
ensuring the system is not over-saturated with crosslinkers and
can revert back to an unlinked, disordered state. This attachment
probability Pa is calculated at every time step across all the parti-
cles within r0 of each other, and the phenomenological parameter
p0 is set to 0.005 to yield clear transitions between crosslinked and
unlinked states, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The diffusion constant is
set to 0.483µm2/s to be within experimentally meaningful range.
All of the lengths are scaled by the diameter of a colloid, which
is σ = 1µm, all times by the time τD taken by a colloid to freely
diffuse across its diameter, which is 2.07 seconds in our simula-
tions, and energies by KBTR ∼ 4pNnm, which is the energy asso-
ciated with thermal fluctuations at room temperature. Coming to
the period of oscillation T of the crosslinkers, while the duration
of a 24-hr circadian rhythm of KaiABC oscillators is equivalent
to 43200τD, biological oscillators in nature have a wide range of
oscillation periods, including values much smaller than that of
the KaiABC proteins15. To decrease the computational expense,
we explore shorter crosslinker oscillation periods, ranging from
T=18 to T=18000. The main variables and parameters in this
model are presented in the following tables below and chosen to
mimic a system of 1µm beads suspended in water with 2D area
fractions of 10−30%.

2.2 Varied Quantities
The two parameters varied in our simulations are the crosslinker
oscillation period, and the colloidal packing fraction i.e., the frac-
tion of area occupied by the particles in the simulation box.

• Crosslinker oscillation period: We investigate a model sys-
tem with a colloid packing fraction fixed at 30% and 4
crosslinker oscillation periods T = 18, 180, 1800, and 18000,
which are equivalent to 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 hours, respec-
tively. The colloid concentration is kept intentionally dilute
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Fig. 1 A model schematic of the colloidal system with a packing fraction
of 30% and T = 18000. (a) The colloids are initially unlinked and diffusing
in the simulation box. (b) When the system reaches an ordered state,
the colloids are crosslinked via the oscillating crosslinkers

to allow the crosslinker proteins to induce system-wide oscil-
lations between ordered and disordered states; too high of
a packing fraction would automatically lead to an ordered
state being formed, regardless of crosslinker dynamics.

• Packing fraction of colloidal particles: We keep the
crosslinker oscillation period fixed at 1800 while varying the
colloid packing fraction from 10−30%.

2.3 Measured Quantities

To determine transitions between liquid-like, disordered states
and gel-like, ordered states, we investigate and quantitatively
characterize the degree of order of our model system by calculat-
ing the connectivity, the ensemble average squared displacement,
the mean squared displacement, the radial distribution function,
and the bond length distribution as described below.

• The connectivity is calculated by finding the number of
neighbors each colloidal particle is crosslinked to and av-
eraging over all the particles. This average is calculated at
every time step and plotted over time. The connectivity in-
forms us of how network-like or connected our colloidal sys-
tem is throughout the simulation. Large, pronounced ampli-
tudes demonstrate that the system is transitioning between
states with significantly different degree of order.

• The ensemble average squared displacement (EASD) mea-
sures the network movement as a function of time. The
equation for the ensemble average squared displacement is〈
[r(t0 + t)− r(t0)]

2 〉 where r represents the particle position
and t represents the time-period of interest. In our model, t0
is set to t = 0 to demonstrate how the system changes over
real time, starting from the beginning of the simulation. At
each time t, we sum the square of the displacements of each
particle and then average over the total number of particles.

• The mean squared displacement (MSD) is a sliding average
given by

〈
[r(t + τ)− r(t)]2

〉
and describes the motion of par-

ticles over certain lag times. The particle position at time t
is denoted by r(t) and the lag time is given by τ. From this
measurement, we measure particle motion over small and
large time intervals.

• The radial distribution function (RDF) describes the prob-
ability of finding a particle within a shell of width dr at a
distance rn from a reference particle n. It is obtained by
calculating the distance between all particle pairs and bin-
ning them into a histogram. The histogram is normalized
with respect to a system with no correlations between par-
ticle positions, i.e., where the particles do not interact with
each other. From this metric, we gain a better understand-
ing of how ordered our system is. Sharp regular peaks in the
plotted results indicate a ordered, network-like state, while
fewer, less distinct peaks mean the system is less-ordered.

• The distribution of the lengths of the bonds between parti-
cles in the ordered states provides insights into network and
cluster properties. A sharply peaked distribution suggests a
well-connected network with a high degree of order, while a
broad distribution indicates the presence of smaller clusters.

We also examine the general particle positions and movement
and generate system configurations that illustrate the behavior of
the network and provide insight into the structure of the network
and clustering for different parameters.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Impact of varying crosslinker oscillation period

First, we discuss the time evolution of the structure and dynam-
ics of the system as we vary the crosslinker oscillation period
for a fixed colloid packing fraction of 30%. Our measurements
of system-wide connectivity, ensemble average squared displace-
ment, mean squared displacement, radial distribution function,
and bond length distribution, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate that
the system repeatedly transitions between a highly crosslinked,
ordered state, and an unlinked, disordered state.

We observe clear oscillations in the average connectivity of the
colloidal system, and these oscillations between states of high
connectivity and low connectivity are more striking as the oscil-
lation period T is increased as shown in Fig. 2(a). For example,
when T = 18, the connectivity oscillates between 0.5 to 2 indicat-
ing that the system stays in a disordered, fluid-like state, and the
colloids do not form any noticeable spanning networks. Because
the smaller oscillation periods yield shorter bond lifetimes, they
effectively reduce the time the system takes to attain peak con-
nectivity. Increasing the crosslinker period to T = 18000 yields a
peak connectivity of ∼ 6, which corresponds to the largest coor-
dination number for a two-dimensional network in equilibrium,
indicating a very ordered state, and a trough of ∼ 2 indicating
a disordered state. Intermediate values of T lead to intermedi-
ate values of the peak connectivity and the amplitude of oscilla-
tion. We also see that for T = 180 the system spends comparable
times in the ordered and ordered states, and as we increase T ,
the residence time in the ordered state increases while that in the
disordered state decreases. These observations can be attributed
to the direct dependence of the lifetime of individual crosslinkers
on the crosslinker oscillation period T , and to the separation be-
tween T and the diffusion time of the colloids. As T increases,
both these quantities increase allowing the system to form states
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Fig. 2 Four systems with different crosslinker oscillation periods ranging from T = 18 to 18000 with a packing fraction of 30% are simulated. (a) The
levels of connectivity are plotted over time for each of the oscillation periods, measuring the average number of bonds each colloid is connected to
over 4 cycles. (b) The EASD curves are plotted, measuring the network movement beginning at t = 0. (c) The MSD for the systems, with the free
diffusion slope. (d) and (e) The RDF curves are sampled at the ordered and disordered states, respectively. (f) The bond length distributions are
sampled at the ordered state.

with larger and larger connectivities until a maximum value of 6
is reached, and these connected, ordered states also stay intact
for longer times before the crosslinkers come apart and the col-
loids are unlinked. Since the residence times in an ordered and
a disordered state for a given T should add up to give half the
oscillation period, as the former increases, the latter decreases.
We also observe that the residual order at the disordered states
increases in proportion to the oscillation period. This is a conse-
quence of the residence time imbalance. Larger oscillation peri-
ods produce well-ordered states with high levels of connectivity,
and since those systems spend severely reduced times in the dis-
ordered state, they do not have enough time to dissolve back to
a completely unconnected state before the next oscillation cycle
starts and the crosslinkers begin to connect particles together.

When T = 1800, the fixed lifetime lasts long enough for a span-
ning cluster formation to occur and although the relaxation time
for the colloids is still reduced, the system connectivity drops from
nearly 5.5 to 1.75 bonds per particle. For the T = 18000 case, the
fixed lifetime of the ordered state is much longer, as demonstrated
by the flatter peaks in Fig. 2(a). While the difference in ordered-
disordered state is about 4 bonds per particle, the relaxation in-
tervals become even shorter, implying that the growing separation
between the relaxation timescale and oscillation timescale leads
to a greater imbalance of residence times in the ordered and dis-
ordered states.

We show the ensemble average squared displacement(EASD)
as a function of time in Fig. 2(b). For a given time interval, the
slope of the EASD curves indicates the mobility of the system. For

Fig. 3 System configurations sampled over (a) the disordered states and
(b) the ordered states.

the system with the shortest period of T = 18, the connectivity
remains small even in the ordered state, and the difference in the
slopes during the “ordered” and “disordered” intervals is small.
The EASD curves for the systems with the three larger T values,
however, show distinct oscillations in mobility, with the plateaus
indicating network formation. For T = 1800 and 18000, the slopes
of the EASD curves stay ∼ 0 for longer times than that of T = 180,
which is expected since the smaller period of 180 corresponds to
shorter bond lifetimes, leading to particles having the opportunity
to unlink and move about more frequently. The insets in Fig. 2(b)
show the same data but are plotted in linear scale and with the
time scaled by the crosslinker oscillation period. This illustrates
the patterns of mobility in the system as each oscillation period
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occurs; here, a stair-stepping pattern can be clearly seen for all
the above cases. When the slopes become approximately zero,
this signifies the systems’ movement slowing down as they cycle
up to an ordered state. Then, as the slopes begin to increase, the
systems dissolve back to a disordered state.

The MSD curves in Fig. 2(c) show that the smallest oscillation
period T = 18 yields the highest rate of diffusive motion. This
is expected as shorter crosslinker periods produce correspond-
ingly shorter bond lifetimes, so the system is weakly connected
throughout the simulation. As T increases, the data shows that
the particles are diffusing significantly slower. Because the bond
lifetimes are related to the oscillation period, more particles re-
main connected for longer time intervals and cannot diffuse as
freely, consequently resulting in lower rates of diffusive motion.
Across all four systems, the particle motion, while still largely dif-
fusive, has a noticeable departure from free diffusion, particularly
as the crosslinker time-period increases.

To gain more insight into the translational order in the system
in the ordered and disordered states, we calculate the RDF for
each of the systems. In both Fig. 2(d) and (e), as the oscilla-
tion period increases, the number of peaks increases, signifying
the longer oscillation periods yield systems that achieve distinctly
well-ordered states, confirming the observations made from the
connectivity curves. In the RDF curves, there is a pronounced dif-
ference between the ordered and disordered states for T = 1800
and 18000. The number of peaks in the curves and the heights and
sharpness of those peaks increase in comparison to those in Fig.
2(e). For the two shorter oscillation periods T = 18 and 180, the
RDF curves are nearly identical in terms of the peak heights and
noise, which implies that the degree of order in the system does
not change much between the ordered and disordered states. The
colloids do not have the chance to form a large, well-connected
network, and stay in a weakly connected state, leading to a sub-
tler distinction between the two states.

Next, we study the bond length distributions in the ordered
states to understand the connectivity properties of the clusters
(see Fig. 2(f)). For larger T , the bond length distributions are nar-
rower. The systems with longer oscillation periods form large sin-
gle spanning networks in the ordered states, subsequently leading
to most particles with ∼ 5− 6 nearest neighbors. Because a ma-
jority of the particles have a similar high nearest neighbor count,
the minimum energy configuration of the system will correspond
to a narrow distribution of bonds lengths which is peaked very
close to the crosslinker rest length. As the oscillation periods de-
crease, the bond length distribution becomes wider. This is due to
the formation of smaller and less connected clusters at smaller T .
Since the colloids do not form one large single spanning cluster,
some of the particles may have close to 6 nearest neighbors or
connections, while particles belonging to other clusters may have
significantly fewer nearest neighbors.

In Fig. 3, we show particle configurations at the disordered and
ordered states of each of the systems. For the shortest oscillation
period T = 18, the system only transitions between disordered to
slightly connected states. In the ordered state, the system has
slightly larger connectivity, but the particles do not form distinct
clusters. However, as we increase T to 180 and 1800, the system

begins to oscillate between disordered states with minimal con-
nectivity to ordered states with larger cluster formations. At the
longest period T = 18000, the system can repeatedly form a large,
strongly connected network and transition back to a disordered,
weakly connected network.

3.2 Impact of varying colloidal packing fraction

We next examine the effect of varying the packing fraction. We ex-
plore systems with an oscillation period of T = 1800 and simulate
3 cases with a packing fraction range of 10− 30%. We keep the
oscillation period constant at 1800 so as to allow clearer transi-
tions between ordered and disordered states compared to T = 18
and 180 and to reduce the gap between residence times in these
states compared to that obtained with T = 18000. The system is
again kept dilute to allow oscillations based on the rhythm of the
crosslinkers rather than spontaneous formation of a large con-
nected network, which happens in a dense system.

Higher packing fractions generate systems with more parti-
cles within a given distance corresponding to the crosslinker rest
length, thereby leading to a larger level of connectivity on av-
erage. All three systems in Fig. 4(a) can transition between
states with ∼ 5.5 to 1 bonds per particle, which confirms the col-
loidal networks are able to oscillate between well-connected to
very weakly connected states. Across the packing fractions, the
systems still produce reduced residence times in the disordered
states and comparatively larger durations in the ordered states.
The packing fraction does not affect this imbalance of residence
times. The results from the ensemble averaging in Fig. 4(b) show
that the EASD steadily increases with time at the beginning of the
simulation but after t = 180, there is decreased mobility in the
network as the slopes of the EASD curves become nearly zero,
suggesting that particles become locked into a network or cluster
relatively early in the first cycle. A stair-stepping phenomenon
is present in all 3 cases, emphasizing the network movement
increasing and decreasing over each of the oscillation cycles as
the system transitions between ordered to disordered states. The
MSD curves show that all three systems are diffusive, but the dif-
fusivity decreases as the packing fraction increases, which is seen
clearly when compared against free diffusion in Fig. 4(c). Sys-
tems with the two higher packing fractions have smaller diffusivi-
ties since larger colloidal packing fractions lead to larger spanning
networks and consequently, more particles have restricted mobil-
ity.

We next examine the RDF for the systems at low and high pe-
riods of connectivity. There is a considerable difference in the
degree of order between the states. As a general trend, as the
packing fraction increases, the height of peaks in the RDF curves
decreases as a result of a larger normalization factor in the de-
nominator. This effect is seen in both the ordered and disordered
states (Fig. 4(d) and (e)). For the higher packing fractions, large
spanning clusters are formed while for lower packing fractions,
we observe several smaller clusters, which is why the RDF curve
for the 10% packing fraction case has the highest peak at an in-
terparticle distance of 1. In the disordered state (Fig. 4(e)), the
RDF curves for all three systems have about two discernible peaks
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Fig. 4 Three systems with different packing fractions ranging from 10% to 30% and a fixed oscillation period of 1800 are simulated. (a) Connectivity
is plotted over time for 3 packing fractions with the oscillation period T = 1800. (b) The EASD curves, starting from the beginning of the simulation.
(c) The MSD curves, with the free diffusion curve plotted alongside. The RDF is sampled at (d) the ordered state, located at the peaks of the
connectivity curve, and (e) the disordered state, occurring at the troughs of the connectivity results. (f) The bond length distribution corresponds to
the particle bonds that are formed in the ordered state.

and a similar amount of noise, indicating the systems have a low
degree of system order during this state. However, in the or-
dered state, the RDF curves demonstrate the systems achieve a
significant increase in the level of order as the number of peaks
increases for each of the cases and the sharpness of those peaks
is more apparent. The bond length distribution for the ordered
states of the system is shown in Fig. 2(f). The highest packing
fraction of 30% yields a well-connected state with a narrow bond
length distribution, and the two systems with the smaller packing
fractions produce several smaller clusters that are less connected
and lead to a wider distribution of bond lengths.

Sample configurations of each system at low and high network
connectivity are generated for all 3 systems in Fig. 5. The con-
figurations illustrate that the systems tend to oscillate between
weakly connected structures with minimal cluster formation and
tightly connected networks with bigger clusters. As the packing
fraction is increased, the clusters become larger and the particles
experience more instances of crosslinking. The size of the clusters
in the ordered states is proportional to the packing fraction.

3.3 Phase Diagrams

Next we show the results for the residence times in the ordered
and disordered states as a function of the oscillation time-period
(T ) and colloid packing fraction. In Fig. 6, the ratio of peak-to-
trough durations (t/T ) are plotted on a bar chart. From this, the
results suggest there is a significant imbalance in residence times
for systems with larger crosslinker periods. We see that across all
three packing fractions, the systems with T = 18000 spend dispro-
portionately long times in the ordered states and markedly brief

Fig. 5 System configurations sampled over (a) the disordered states and
(b) the ordered states.

times in the disordered states. The system with a packing fraction
of 10% and a period of 18000 has the highest ratio; that is because
the system is capable of cycling down to an acutely disordered
state that is only maintained for a very brief amount of time. As
we decrease T , the residence times between the two intervals be-
come smaller as the gap between the separation of the relaxation
timescale and crosslinker oscillation timescale is reduced. The
smallest period of 18 leads to systems having comparable times
in the peak and trough intervals, but the system did not reach a
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distinctly well-ordered state and only achieves a disordered state
that is weakly connected, with no cluster formation.

Fig. 6 Bar chart describing the ratio of peak-to-trough residence times.

To systematically illustrate how the colloidal packing fraction
and crosslinker oscillation period T influence the degree of con-
nectivity in the ordered and disordered states, we show how the
amplitude of the oscillations in the measured connectivity varies
with these quantities in Fig. 7(a)-(c). Figure 7(a) shows that T
controls the differences in amplitude heights. Larger values of T
produce systems with pronounced differences in the connectivity
of the ordered and disordered states, with the packing fractions
having very little effect. The phase diagram shows that the oscil-
lation period of T = 18 produces the smallest amplitude while the
largest oscillation period T = 18000 yields the greatest amplitude
of about 5.5 bonds per particle.

We next show how the residence times in the ordered states
are influenced by the packing fraction and T (see Fig. 7(b)). This
is done by measuring the widths of the peaks from the connec-
tivity results, where time is further scaled by T . For the smaller
crosslinker periods T = 18 and 180, all three systems have sim-
ilar durations spent in the ordered state and the packing frac-
tion has no impact on the lengths of those intervals. As T is
increased to 1800 and 18000, the systems with the larger pack-
ing fractions have longer residence times in the ordered states,
with the packing fraction of 30% and T = 18000 producing the
largest residence time. For the smallest packing fraction of 10%,
the residence times in the ordered states are shortest across all
four periods, due to particles being farther apart and having to
diffuse more to interact and form bonds. Similar to the patterns
of amplitude heights in Fig. 7(c), the driving factor behind the
residence times of the disordered states is the crosslinker period
length rather than the packing fraction; we observe that the time
spent in the disordered state decreases as the crosslinker time-
period is increased and vice-versa.

4 Conclusion
We constructed and investigated a colloidal system that can re-
peatedly undergo order-disorder transitions when rhythmically
crosslinked. We explored systems with colloidal packing fractions
ranging from 10% to 30% and crosslinker oscillation periods of
18 to 18000. We observed sustained oscillations between distinct
states with substantially different degrees of connectivity. Larger
oscillation periods lead to ordered states with larger connectiv-
ity and residence times, but also greater imbalances in residence
times between the ordered and disordered states. This is presum-
ably due to several orders of magnitude of separation between the
diffusion time of the colloids and the oscillation time-period of the
crosslinkers. When these timescales are comparable in magnitude
(for example, when T = 18), the system spends comparable times
in the ordered and disordered states but the difference in the de-
gree of order between these two states is very small.

Our results demonstrate that we can achieve distinct states of
this colloidal system with pronounced differences in order and
material properties when the crosslinker kinetics are governed
by the oscillation period. Furthermore, large residence times in
the ordered state can be obtained when the crosslinker lifetime
depends directly on the oscillation period and this oscillation pe-
riod is much larger than the colloidal diffusion time. These find-
ings provide insights into the rational design of soft materials that
can rhythmically transition between states with different material
properties on a pre-determined schedule.
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